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Get a fast Office 365 
user experience

Recommendations for a smooth migration, fast results
A Microsoft Office 365 migration can be daunting. From a fast user experience,  
to a cost-cutting productivity platform, your users and CIO are expecting  
amazing things from Office 365. With multiple apps and services, including 
latency-sensitive applications like Skype, it’s critical to optimize your network  
for the fastest Office 365 experience.

In this paper, we’ll discuss some of the ways that you can improve the 
performance of your Office 365 deployment. We’ll cover:

•  Microsoft connectivity guidance, along with common network issues to avoid
•  What it takes to make your network cloud-ready for Office 365
•  How to deliver an Office 365 application experience your users will love
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Microsoft’s guidance for Office 365 and common network issues to avoid

In its official connectivity guidance for Office 365, Microsoft provides very 

clear recommendations for connectivity and routing. Here are three principles 

underpinning this guidance: 

Microsoft recommends isolating Office 365 traffic from your other traffic.  

A well-configured direct internet connection is the optimal method to connect 

to Office 365, both in terms of performance and cost.

#1

Zscaler recommendation
What appears to be missing from Microsoft’s guidance is bandwidth  

management, as we have seen again and again that it can either make  

or break the Office 365 user experience. In our experience, it is safe  

to assume that internet bandwidth may increase by 40 percent  

or more. Implement sophisticated bandwidth management controls  

to guarantee prioritization of Office 365 traffic, especially during  

times of contention.

IDENTIFY AND DIFFERENTIATE 
OFFICE 365 TRAFFIC
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#2
Microsoft’s core recommendation for the best performance is based on the  

use of “local egress” instead of backhauling traffic to a central gateway.

Regarding the use of Office 365 with ExpressRoute

While ExpressRoute may seem like a good choice for Office 365, Microsoft 

does provide specific guidance around its use. Due to the careful planning and 

deployment requirements needed for ExpressRoute and Office 365, only large, 

mature IT organizations should explore this option. It is a significant project  

to implement, both from a traffic routing and IT resource perspective.  

For most organizations, local egress—otherwise known as direct-to-internet 

connections—will be your best route to Office 365.

Zscaler recommendation
Think through your DNS strategy: While local egress is key to Office 365  

performance, you will also want to think through your DNS strategy.  

For your branch offices embracing direct internet, you will want it to  

resolve to a DNS that is closest to your users. By leveraging a DNS  

infrastructure that is always local to a Microsoft Office 365 connection,  

you can guarantee your traffic won’t take unnecessary hops.

EGRESS NETWORK 
CONNECTIONS LOCALLY



Zscaler recommendation
Securing your local egress connections: Instead of adding complexity  

and costs to your Office 365 migration by installing security appliances at  

every local egress, you should look at a cloud security platform to secure  

these connections. While Microsoft recommends against inspecting  

Office 365 traffic, the rest of your local egress open internet traffic still  

needs to be secured. By embracing a cloud security platform, you  

won’t be caught with bandwidth consumption problems at your  

branches, and you can preserve the savings you targeted by moving  

to Office 365 in the first place. 

#3
Microsoft recommends avoiding centralized gateways and proxy appliances  

that can increase latency. Office 365 apps like Outlook and SharePoint can create 

a high number of long-lived sessions that quickly exhaust firewall ports, which 

impacts the user experience. When enterprise users of Office 365 don’t have  

direct access to the internet, they are more likely to experience random hangs  

and connection issues.

Regarding local egress/direct internet connections with appliances

It is expensive to buy, deploy, and maintain appliances in each branch that is  

using direct internet local egress connections. It requires constant firewall 
updates—missing a single IP or URL update will create connectivity problems. 
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ASSESS BYPASSING 
PROXIES
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Zscaler for Office 365 and direct internet

More than 700 companies have used Zscaler for their Office 365 migrations. 

As the world’s largest security platform, Zscaler makes Office 365 

deployment easy. It provides your users with a fast Office 365 and internet 

experience via local internet breakouts while maintaining the highest level  

of security for open internet traffic. 
  
Key features of Zscaler for Office 365

Unprecedented Office 365 visibility

With the Zscaler admin portal, you can easily understand how Office 365 is being used 
across your organization. You can understand how well your users are embracing Office 365 
applications and identify potential migration challenges across your branch offices. 

Zscaler and Microsoft 
global Peering

Peering in most major 
internet exchanges  
delivers a fast experience 
and quick download 
times, regardless of 
user location. 

Prioritize Office 365 
with bandwidth control

Prioritize Office 365 traffic  
over recreational traffic 
like YouTube; allow 
OneDrive, for example, 
but block Dropbox.

One-click configuration 
for Office 365

Zscaler automatically 
tracks and updates  
Office 365 connection 
changes. No more 
time-consuming firewall 
changes!

Local DNS–always

Fast and local DNS
connects users locally
to the nearest Microsoft 
Network front door,  
eliminating network  
hop latency. 

https://www.zscaler.com/threatlabz/cloud-activity-dashboard
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About Zscaler
Zscaler was founded in 2008 on a simple but powerful concept: as applications move  
to the cloud, security needs to move there as well. Today, we are helping thousands  
of global organizations transform into cloud-enabled operations.

More resources
If you want to know more about how you can give your users an Office 365 

experience they will love, we invite you to check out this on-demand webinar. 

https://info.zscaler.com/webcast-office-365-guarantee-a-fast-installation



